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 Elementary

Key words2

Warmer 1

Fill the gaps in the sentences with these key words from the text. The paragraph numbers will help you.

1. A ___________________ is two people who are connected with each other. (para 1)

2. A ___________________ collects money so that it can help people who are poor or ill, or who need advice 

and support. (para 1)

3. If a couple ___________________, their romantic relationship ends. (para 2)

4. A ___________________ is someone who is with you. (para 3)

5. A ___________________ is writing that you put online where other people can see it. (para 3)

6. A ___________________ is someone who travels a lot and visits a lot of countries. (para 3)

7. A ___________________ relationship is friendly but does not involve sex. (para 4)

8. If something is not ___________________, it does not happen straight away. (para 5)

9. If something on the internet goes __________________, it becomes very popular very quickly. (para 8)

10. ___________________ is cruel, violent or unfair treatment. (para 8)

Which countries would you like to visit? Why would you like to go there?

 splits up companion pair charity posting

 viral immediate globetrotter abuse platonic

Find the information 3

Choose the correct answer to complete each sentence.

1. Jordan Axani is from Canada / the US.

2. Elizabeth Gallagher is younger / older than Axani. 

3. Elizabeth Gallagher calls herself Jordan / Quinn. 

4. They described Vienna / Prague as ‘a favourite’ city.

5. They were recognized on the street in Thailand / Hong Kong.

6. A Ticket Forward is a company / charity.
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Love not on the itinerary as Canadian 

pair return from round-the-world trip  

Adam Gabbatt  

13 January, 2015 

1 A Canadian man became famous because he 

gave a free round-the-world trip to a woman with 

the same name as his ex-girlfriend. The man 

has now returned from the trip with the woman 

he chose. Unfortunately, people who followed 

the story were disappointed because the pair did 

not fall in love. Jordan Axani, a 28-year-old from 

Toronto who started a charity, arrived back in 

Canada with Elizabeth Quinn Gallagher and said 

the pair were like brother and sister.

2 Axani became famous in 2014 when he offered 

an air ticket to any Canadian named Elizabeth 

Gallagher. He reserved a three-week holiday with 

his girlfriend but they split up and he was unable 

to change the name on the tickets.

3 Axani’s new travelling companion, was, of 

course, called Elizabeth Gallagher. She was a  

23-year-old student from Cole Harbour, Nova 

Scotia. This Elizabeth Gallagher, who calls 

herself Quinn, replied to an online posting 

from Axani and he chose her. Before the trip, 

she already had a boyfriend. But people still 

hoped that the globetrotters might fall in love. 

Unfortunately, they didn’t.

4 “I’m going to be very clear,” Axani said, soon after 

the pair returned to Toronto. “The trip was never a 

romantic idea. It was completely platonic. I do not 

think of Quinn in a romantic way at all. She is a 

good friend. I think of her as a little sister – that  

is all.”  

5 

relationship. “It wasn’t easy and it wasn’t 

immediate. It took us about a week to really 

understand each other,” Axani said. They made 

some mistakes as the pair got to know each 

other. “At the end of the trip, we’d developed a 

really great rhythm – one second, we had really 

funny jokes and, the next second, we knew when 

the other person needed time alone.”

6 The pair did not fall in love, but Axani said the 

trip was “fantastic”. They visited Milan, Venice, 

Vienna, Prague, Khao Lak (in Thailand) and 

Hong Kong. A favourite place was Prague, Axani 

said, where they met more people than anywhere 

else on the trip. “During two and a half days, I 

think we met about 24 people. So that’s a lot of 

stories, that’s a lot of people and that’s a lot of 

love for their home city of Prague.” 

7 People followed the pair on Twitter and 

Instagram, Axani said. And they were even 

recognized in the street in Hong Kong. “It was an 

adventure. We had a great time. We learned a lot 

about ourselves and about each other.”

8 Axani arrived back in Toronto at 3am and went 

directly to a meeting at his charity, A Ticket 

Forward. Axani started the charity after his  

online posting went viral – he plans to offer 

round-the-world-trips to victims of abuse,  

cancer and war.

9 Axani also wants to turn his story into a television 

interest from many production companies.” Axani 

said he was not looking for his next Elizabeth 

Gallagher yet. “I’m not looking for anything. But 

we’ll see,” he said. “As always, life is a journey.”

© Guardian News and Media 2015

First published in The Guardian, 13/01/15
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Chunks5

Two-word phrases6

Comprehension check4

Match the adjectives in the left-hand column with the nouns in the right-hand column to make phrases from the 

text. Check your answers in the text.

1. ex-    

2. air

3. fantastic  

4. favourite

5. funny

6. travelling    

a. trip 

b. joke 

c. companion

d. girlfriend

e. place

f. ticket

Match the beginnings and endings to make sentences about the text.

Rearrange the words to make phrases from the text. 

1. round trip a the world

2. week took about a us it

3. they other know got to each 

4. the the trip end of at 

5. days two and half a 

6. it adventure was an

a. … would fall in love during the trip. 

b. … he had a ticket with the name Elizabeth Gallagher on it.

c. … were like brother and sister.

d. … they met a lot of people and heard a lot of stories.

e. … split up with his girlfriend, who was also called 

     Elizabeth Gallagher. 

f. … change the name on the plane ticket.

1. 

called Elizabeth Gallagher because …

2. He had the ticket because he …

3. He was not able to …

4. People hoped that the two travellers …

5. Axani said that the pair … 

6. They liked Prague because …
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Word stress7

Discussion8

• Would you like to travel round the world in three weeks? Why? Why not?

• What is the best place for a holiday? Why is it so good?

Put these words from the text into two groups according to their stress.

A       0  o B      o  0  

 famous girlfriend mistake abuse arrived

viral returned interest journey reserved


